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Logins are the most attacked digital touchpoint today, fuelled by high-volume credential stuffing attacks. Fraudsters have sophisticated 

tools and data to carry out automated attacks at scale, while keeping costs low. Businesses, on the other hand, continue to make            

investments in people and technology to keep accounts protected - yet are still being persistently attacked.

Arkose Labs believes that businesses deserve greater protection, commitment, and partnership from their security vendors to thwart 

attackers' efforts. This is why we are backing our Fraud and Abuse Prevention Platform with the industry’s first warranty against              

credential stuffing attacks.

Arkose Labs is the first vendor to provide a warranty against    

credential stuffing attacks-protecting businesses up to $1         

million from the multi-faceted costs that result from hacked     

accounts.

Our warranty provides commercial assurance that Arkose Labs

will deliver the most robust protection against credential          

stuffing attacks available on the market today. This offering is 

baked into our top tier Managed Services plan, as part of the 

commitment to work hand-in-hand with businesses to ensure 

the rapid remediation of attacks. This is achieved, while           

maintaining a completely user-centric approach to security that 

challenges suspicious traffic using incremental risk-based         

friction, rather than blocking it outright.

$1M Credential Stuffing Warranty 
Solution Overview

Arkose Labs takes a three-layered approach to offer the most 

robust protection against credential stuffing attacks.

Preventing credential stuffing requires an accurate             

assessment of traffic in real-time and segregation of        

malicious activity from genuine users. Arkose Detect       

features a powerful decision engine that differentiates 

genuine customers from malicious bots with up to 99% 

accuracy.

A Modern Approach to Today’s
Attack Landscape

1.

48 hour SLA

Rapid remediation to minimize the 

impact of credential stuffing attacks

Strong partnership 

An effective security strategy that 

protects your customers and brand 

against credential stuffing attacks

Added assurance 

Complete protection and peace of 

mind 24/7/365 without impact on your 

bottom line

Risk transfer

Reduce your risk exposure in the event 

of a credential stuffing attacks

Robust protection

Solution backed by credential stuffing 

warranty*

Up to $1M recoverable

Covers key incident response costs

Key Aspects of Arkose Labs
Credential Stuffing Warranty 



Arkose Labs believes that businesses deserve greater protection, commitment, and partnership from their security vendors to thwart 

attackers' efforts, and that is why we have created this credential stuffing warranty. We stand behind the efficacy of our product and are 

proud to be true partners in our customer’s success. By working together, we can end the scourge of online fraud.

Conclusion

Demonstrated Results
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Schedule
Demo

demo@arkoselabs.com
arkoselabs.com

Arkose Labs bankrupts the business model of fraud. Recognized by Gartner as a 2020 Cool Vendor, its innovative approach determines true user intent and 
remediates attacks in real time. Risk assessments combined with interactive authentication challenges undermine the ROI behind attacks, providing long-term
protection while improving good customer throughput.
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Fraudsters have a wide array of tools available to appear as if they are a genuine customer. They use the latest technology        

available to mimic legitimate user behavior and camouflage their malicious intentions.

Arkose Enforce features targeted enforcement challenges designed to detect and stop advanced bots that mimic human 

behavior. As a result, the Arkose Labs platform defeats credential stuffing attacks with unparalleled accuracy.

Large-scale credential stuffing attacks are resulting in business losses as well as damaging the digital user experience.

With Arkose Labs you are never left alone against fraud. Arkose Labs Managed Services plan features 24x7 SOC protection and 

proactive monitoring to stay one step ahead of threats. When an incident occurs, you’ll receive guaranteed priority response and 

remediation within 48 hours. Our commitment is backed by the Arkose Labs Credential Stuffing Warranty, which covers up to $1 

million in response expenses if we fail to defeat a credential stuffing attack within 48 hours.

3.

2.

Credential Stuffing Warranty Covers Common Response Costs Including*

Legal 
consultation

Credit 
monitoring

Forensic 
services

Notification 
expenses

Identity 
theft

Fintech 

Company

Immediate 75% 

reduction in 

ATOs after 

implementing 

Arkose Labs

Dropbox

Intervention rates 

for customers 

slashed by 70% 

compared to 

previous solution

Major video 

game 

Developer

99% reduction 

in compromised 

accounts

Microsoft

33% increase in 

good user 

throughput 

compared with 

previous solution

Global gift card 

network

98% reduction 

in bot attacks 

targeting the 

login point

*Subject to the terms and conditions of the limited warranty agreement

http://arkoselabs.com/credential-stuffing-warranty-demo/?utm_source=arkoselabs&utm_medium=resourcepdf&utm_campaign=2021q3warrantysolutionbrief&utm_content=demo

